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1. orm MISSION. 

TACTICAL PROBLIDII I - 1934- Sr. 

OR.ANGE STAFF' SOLUTION 

Vice Admiral OC having completed his strategic estimate of 

the Strategic Situation , arrived at a decision , and prepared an 

Operation Order embodying as paragraph 2 (general plan ) this 

decision , is now concerned vii th the tactical phases of the situ

ation and the preparation of a battle plan . The decision arrived 

at in the Strategical Estimate is quoted below: 

"To destroy the reenforcements last reported off SATA\VAl"\f 

ISLAND , by attacking the escort with submarines as soon as they 

can reach attack positions , and by engaging promptly and deci

sively during daylight with all surface forces , in order to pre

vent BLUE reenforcements from reaching the PHILIPPINES prior to 

the capture of' MANILA BAY." 

The tactical mission is derived from this paragraph and is 

~ formulated as follo~s : 

... 

! 

11 To destroy BLUE reenforcements last reported off SATAVJAN 

ISLA.ND in aaylight action with all surface forces in order to 

prevent their reaching the PHILIPPINES prior to the capture of 

MA.NILA BAY. 11 

The Situation confronting us i s one where-in our Scouting 

Operations having definitely located the BLUE reenforcements , rre 

must concentrate our forces and engage him in decisive action. 

BLUE is confronted vii th the defense of a slow convoy . 
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SECTION II 

(a) Political S·i;atus . Does not apply . 

(b) Economic Status. Does not apply . 

(c) Geographical features . The area in which this engage

ment may be expected is that south of the CAROLINES , nhich in 

general is free from land and shoals , though the battle may be 

fought in the vicinity of islands or other dangers to navigation , 

which might influence tactics and maneuver ability. 

(d) TTeather. In this area , at this season of the year the 

Northeast trade wind is blouing , force 3 to 5 . The weather is 

clear , the rainy season is over and normal visibility can be 

expected .. The sea will normally be smooth at night and in the 

early forenoon , though rising to a ~oderate sea as the wind in

creases . TherG are thirteen hours of daylight . Moonlight con

ditions will prevail during the latter half of the night . Con

ditions favor flight operations during the forenoon . \'Ji th the 

strengthening of the wind in the aft ernoons there will exist 

some risk to planes landing on the surface of the sea. 

(e) Information and Secur ity . It is improbable that BLUE 

will gain information of our force except through friendly mer

chantmen , reports from own C- in-C, should his observations dis

close the absence from ORANGE Fleet of these units , and from his 

O'P.n limited air patrols until our scouts make contact . His 

met hod of denial of information of his force will be limited to 

driving off or keeping dorm of ORANGE submarines, and to driving 

off of ORANJ.E cruisers . 

(f) Hateriel characteristics . The n:ateriel readiness of 

BLUE is assumed to be excellent in all respects, except as to 

some foulness of boilers and bottoms which may to some extent 

lower the maximum listed Gpeed. This however , will not be a 

decisive factor . 
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(g) (1) The original report from TRUK gives the BLUE Force 

as composed of 

3 Battleships 

3 Heavy Cruisers 

4 Light Cruisers 

21 Destroyers 

30 Convoy Vessels 

? Submarines 

The materiel tactical characteristics of this force 

are tabulated in Annex A. 

(2) The enemy force nas last sighted south of SATAHAN 

ISL.AND at zero seven hundred six January, steaming west with a 

convoy of about thirty vessels . Until our oun search operations 

result in contacts and information, we will not knm-..r his disposi

tion or exact composition . 

( h) BLUE personnel i s kno\·m to be well trained and sl<:illful; 

they ara determined and courageous . Previous engegements during 

this campaign have undoubtedly keyed their morale at a hi8h 

standard . 

(i) Logistic support available. Only that contained within 

the force . It is .assumed that BLUE has refuelled his destroyers 

en route and will not be handicapped in this respect. Ammunition 

supply must be replet e . 

(j) BLUE is aware that his position was ascertained on six 

July south of SATATIAN, and is without doubt expecting OR.ANGE to 

conduct scouting operations and to oppose his advance . BLUE 

should be unaware of the composition of ORANGE Force and should 

be so unaware until attack is imminent . 

Own Strength • 

(a) , ( b) , ( c) , ( d) same as for BLUE . 

(e} Our information is limited to that of the report of six 

January . It is believed that BLUE has no information of our 

forces either as to location , strength or disposition. Consider 

ing BLUE force as we know it , it is believed that he has little 
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opportunity of gaining this information until our attack is 

! imminent . 

• 

(f) Our materiel condition is satisfactory . Previous op

erations have put some strain on our propelli ng machinery , and 

some diminuation of maximun speed exists , but this will not be of 

vi tal import ance . 

(g} We must awai t contacts of orm scouts and the develop-

ments of these contacts for further information of the enemy ' s 

exact composition and dispositi on . 

(h) Our personnel is efficient and well trained . Morale is 

high . 

(i) Our force has ample fuel and ammunition . 

Rel ative Strength . 

( a) BLUE expects an attack, but has no knowledge of the type 

of this a t tack . It may be for purposes of attrition by night 

rai ds VTi t h l ight :forces , or it may be a decisive attack: by major 

forces. BLUE is under a nervous strain and constant expectancy. 

OR.ANGE , on the other hand , knows very closely the strength of his 

opponent and affter contact by h i s scouts will know the definite 

location of his objective and his disposition. 

BLUE is handicapped by the defense of a large slow con

voy . ORANGE has speed and freedom of movement . 

(b) The comparison of forces available to each side is given 

below, by types : 

Submarines : 

ORANGE 

12 

BLUE 

? 

The ORANGE submarines have maximum surface speeds of 

from 19 to 17 knots and maximum submerged speeds of 9 knots. 

Their empl oyment in the search operations place them on a scout

ing line about 300 miles in length. It is problematical a s to 

how many submarines will be in the immediate vicinity of the 

battle area . 
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In considering submarine types it is not their strength , 

one to another that rre are as much concerned with as it is their 

relative ability to get at heavy ships, particularly Battle Line 

units . Their effectiveness in the engagement will in large ex

tent depend on the position relative to their objective that they 

find themselves in when battle is joined and their ability to 

make maximum use of their surface speed to gain favorable posi

tions for attack . 

It is a reasonable assumption that we are superior in total 

number of submarines . It is unreasonable to assume , however , 

that we shall have superiority in this type in the battle area . 

Capital Ships. 

Surface Types: 

ORANGE BLUE 

BB 3 

3 cc 

8 

5 

16 

CA 

CL 

DD 

Convoy 

3 

4 

21 

30 (armed?) 

In capital ships BLlTE j_s superior in life in the ratio of 

46 to 36 . Two BLUE BBs are capable of 22 , 000 yards range , and 

one of 23 , 000 yards range . Our maximum gun range is 30 , 000 yards ,., 

BLUE can penetrate our side armor at 22 , 000 yards and under , but 

our deck armor cannot be penetrated with his short range guns . 

Our 14" guns penetrate BLUE deck armor outside of 25 to 26 , 000 

~ yards , and his side armor inside of 17 to 18 , 000 yards with 90 

degree target angle . Plane spot is important to us if long range 

fire is to be employed & Due to superior gun range our fire ef

fect· between 30 , 000 and 23 , 000 is overwhelming to BLUE , though 

the damage mounts slowly. At 21 , 000 yards and under the damage 

infl icted by BLUE is about double that inflicted by ORAIDE at goo 

target angles . Individually the CCs are weaker than the BBs, but 

we possess the great advantage of outranging our enemy by ? , 000 
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yards in a rangeband nhere real damage can be inflicted . 

ORAl'GE has a speed margin of 5½ knots and carries a consid

erable torpedo armament while BLUE carries none . 

Heavy Cruisers . 

Our r-.!lYOKO class are opposed to BLUE ' s AS'IORIA class. Ship 

for ship , assuming a 90° target angle , we are superior at ranges 

belon 15 , 000 yards ; in ranges 15 , 000 to 20 , 000 yards inclucive 

BLUE is superior on account of our inability to penetrate either 

his side or deck armor; then we are about equal to our limj_ting 

range of 31 , 000 yards . BLUE can outrange us from 32 , 000 to _34 , 000 

yards inclusive but damage is small . In this class , however , ue 

have 8 ships to his 3 . 

Light Cruiser~-

Our YURA class is opposed to his OMAf-IJI_ class . Ship for ship 

· BLUE is superior at all ranges . We have 5 ships to his 4 . 

In cruiser strength vie are decidedly superior to BLUE in all 

appropriate combinations and neither side possesses a speed margin . 

BLUE CAs carry no torpedoes . 

Destroyers . 

In destroyers BLUE i s superior in the ratio 21 to 16 . BLUE 

DDs carry a heavier torpedo armament but are lighter gunned than 

ours . Speeds ar e about equal . 

Cons idering the Light Forces as a whole ORANGE is supet' ior 

in torpedoes in the ratio of almost 2 to 1 . Both sides carry • 

depth charges but we carry a considerabl e number of mines in our 

CLs while BLUE carries none • 

Convoy . 

BLUE convoy will be composed of various type of auxiliaries 

having low individual maximum speeds and probably armed with a 

few 5" or 6" guns . We will not be handicapped with a Tra i n . 
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Aircraft 

No carriers are present in either force and the only aircraft 

available are the VO and VS types carried on capital shius and 

cruisers . It is improbable that BLUE will be able to make use 

of his aircraft in cargo . BLUE is superior 26 to 22 in numbers . 

BLU~ is superior in the air . 

Outstanding Factors of Strength and '7eakness . 

From a tactical point of view, ·che above shows the following 

to be the outstanding factors of strength and weakness . 

BLUE 

Strength 

Individual fighting strength of 
battle line units within their 
range . 

Strengt!l 

Opportunity to employ the 
initiative, and surprise . 

ORANGE 

Sup0rior gun range of capital 
ships . 

Superior battle line speed. 

Superiority in cruisers. 

Heakness 

Presence of convoy. 

Short gun range of battle
ships . 

Inferior battle line speed . 

Inferiority in cruisers . 

'.7eakness 

Individual weakness of CCs . 

Inferiority in aircraft . 

Inferiority in destroyers . 
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SECTION III 

ENEMY'S PROBABLE INTENTIONS 

In the strategical estimate already made we have deduced 

an Enemy Mission and his probable intentions which will form 

the background for his Tactical Mission . The Strategic Mission 

so arrived at is stated as follows: 

11To ensure the safe and timely arrival of the reenforce-

ments in the Souther n PHILIPPINES in order to permit the relief 

of :WlANILA BAY" . 

In that estimate the BLUE most probable intentions were : 

To escort the convoy to TAWI TAWI, 

1. by continuing with the present escort in concentrated 

defensive formation, 

2. by proceeding at best sustained speed over a dire ct 

route , 

3 . by dri v;ing off or destroying enemy forces opposing the 

advance , 

in order to insure the safe and timely arrival of the reenforce 

ment sin the Southern PHILIPPINES . 

(b) Courses of Action Open to Enemy . 

\'/ith consideration of the deduced BLUE strategical decision 

i . e ., enemy's most probable intention we find that , the escort 
• 

is in a concentrated defensive formation , and that he wi 11 en 

deavor to drive off or destroy enemy forces opposing his advance , 

as points pertinent to the tactical phase . There a ppears to be 

no reason why they are not as sound tactically as they were 

strategically. While this is the most probable formation , yet 

we must examine further f or possible variations that we may not 

be surprised. fil,UE ' s Cruising Disposition is pertinent as his 

Battle Disposition w:lll be made from his Cruising Formation . 

BLUE may be unaware of the imminence of the approachine engage-
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ment , yet he may have infonnation that leads hi:c1 to believe that 

an a t tack is not far off , and certainl y v1hen our scouts make con

tacts , with tpe developments of them , he will have warning . It 

may be taken for granted that his combatant forces will be dis 

posed for prompt action ·to repel attacks . 

It would be desirable for BLUE to have a distant screen but 

a consideration of the limited forces at his command restricts 

this scr een to one of a s i ze of doubtful value , and subjects BLUE 

to defeat in detail ." There fore it is considered most unl ikely 

that there wil l be a distant screen of surface vessels . Inasmuch 

as we do not know whether 'BLUE has submarines or not , a distant 

screen of submarines is doubtful , but if BLUE has submarines it 

is reasonable to assume that there is such a distant screen . 

BLUE will be confronted with the necessity of fighting our 

force , ana. the general courses of action open to BLUE, to carry 

out the task of his mission would see m to be: 

1 . To fight offensively. 

2 . To fight defensively . 

Examination of Course I . 

To fight offensively means that BLUE would advance to 

meet the attacking force , to force the fight , which would entail 

tho abandonment for the time being , tho close defense of the 

Convoy , and to maneuver the Convoy to avoid the engage~ent . 

Strength 

Retains the initiative . 

Moral factors of aggression . 

Free to maneuver without 
being hampered by Convoy. 

'i!eakne ss 

Inferior Battle Line speed , there 
fore could not force action . 

Inf er ior cruiser strength·. 

Cou ld not for c0 employment of all 
ORAl.~ GE Light Forces in the battle , 
and OPANGE excess cruisers could 
raid Convoy • 

Summary 

The strength factors are of small value when weighed against 

the wealcne ss facto rs . The effort v.ould in a 11 pro ba b ili ty both 

fail in bringing the enemy to a decisive action , . drive them off , 
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or defend tho Convoy. ORAJ.~GE CC ' s superior speed could ·decoy the 

BB's out of position and then the CC's could elude and join in 

the raid on the Convoy. 

Course II . 

To fight defensively means that BLUE would maintain a strong 

defensive disposition close to his Convoy and wait for the attack 

~ to come to h i m, keeping interposed between the attacking forces 

and his Convoy. BLUE would endeavor to defeat attacking forces 

' 

• 

and to counter attack at favorable opportunities. 

Course I is discarded and Course II is adopted . 

Further examination of Course II . 

Strength .. 

At point where defense is most needed . 

On interior lines , which compensates for BLUE's lower speed. 

Nutual support of combatant forces . 

Can keep interposed between Convoy and attacking forces . 

Analysis . 

BLUE's slow Battl e Line speed and inferior gun range as com

pared to ours is his most serious handj_cap . If OR.ANGE can main

tain gun fire outside of 23 , 000 yards , BLUE will suffer damage 

with out ability to return , and may be fa ced with destruct ion . 

Shoul d BLUE be able to deny ORANGE plane spot , the effect of 

OR.Ai.~GE gunfire will be decreased . BLUE can lay smoke screens to 

cover his force when in unfavorable range bands and can be expe ct 

ed to do so to deny us the benefits of long r ange fire and to con

ceal the movements of his Convoy . By use of smoke BLUE may force 

! us to close the rane;e to avoid a stalemate . Tho superior speed of 

OR.ANGE CC 1 s is the factor that subjects BLUE to having long ranges 

imposed on him, and it is important to BLUE to slow them down . 

~ One torpedo hit in a CC would destroy its speed superiority over 

a BB , and BLUE must reali ze the desirabiljty of effecting this if 

possible , with his light forces or submarines •. 
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Enemy's Probable Intention. 
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v1e conclude that BLUE ' s :princ~pal concern is the safety of 

his Convoy and that his most probable Course of Action is : 

To fight defensively , 6n inter ior lines near his Convoy 

keeping interposed between his Convoy and att acking forces , and 

with mutual support between combatant units , by driving off attacks 

e and counter attacking at favorable oppor t unities , by using smoke 
~ 

f 

• 

liberally to off set our gunnery advantage and t o create opportuni 

ties to str ike our forces in detail and by using delaying and eva

sive tactics . If faced with cer tain defeat he will disperse his 

Convoy t o seek safet y in f l ight • 
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SECTION IV 

COURSES OF ACTION OPEN TO 11E 

Appreciation of Ovm ~.:ission . 

Our Tactical Mission is : 

"To destroy BLUE reenforcements last reported off SATArl.AN 

ISLAND in daylight action with all surface forces in order to pre-

I vent their reaching the PHILIPPINES prior to the capture of MANILA 

, 

• 

• .... 

BAY" . 

The task is explicit , to destroy BLUE reenforcement s , no 

dis tinction is ma.de between the combatant types and the vessels 

of the Convoy . 

The purpose is to prevent the reenforcements from reaching 

the PHILIPFINES prior to the capture of' Tull\.NILA BAY . 

Prompt action is necessary , our main fleet is weakened by 

our a b senc e and delays favor BLUE . 

Time vrill give :SLUE an oppoTtunity to send additional units 

to strengthen BLUE reenforcerae nts re sis tan ce . 

Delay on our part offers opportunity to BLUE for escape • 

To accomplish our task we have the fo l lowing factors of 

strength : 

enemy . 

The presenc e of sone submarines in close proximi ty to the 

Opportunity for iniative and surprise . 

Superior Battle Line speed and gun rang e . 

Superiority of cruisers. 

Our tactical attitude is offensive . 

Courses of Action PDen to Me . 

To accomplish the destruction of BLUE reenforcements we 

have the following courses of action: 

Course I . To attacl( BLUE conbatant ships first and the 

convoy later . 

Course II . To attack BLUE conbatant ships a nd convoy 

s imultaneously . 
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Examination of Course I . 
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It has the advantage of employing all of OUJ;' forces against 

, his escort , and then all of our remaining forces against the con

voy . This employs the tactical principle of maximura force at 
of 

the point/combat. Avoids the difficult operation of tactically 

concentrating d ivided forces , and of coordinating the activities 

I of divided units. Does not subject my force to isolation of a 

part and defeat in detail . , 

♦ 

" 

The disadvantages are - that while engaging the escort , the 

convoy is left unmolested , and may endeavor to escape . Should 

the action be pro longed approaching darkness may give convoy or 

a part a good opportunity to effect their escape . 

Cour se II . 

Provides for striking the convoy at the same time as the 

escort which would inflict dannge on c onvoy while the Battle Lines 

were engaged , and lessen the c hance of escape of convoy units 

during the engagernen-c . 

Provides for a division of strength , and requires close co 

ordination to prevent my forces being defeated in detail . This 

division of my forces, however , · Would force BLUE to divide his 

forces also to oppose these attacks . 

Failure to destroy BLUE combatant ships would not be so 

serious as failure to destroy the convoy . Damaged nhips would 

impose further handicaps on BLUE , and the materiel and personnel 

of the convoy are urgently needed . 

Discussion of relative merits of CoursesI and II . 

The outstanding advantage of Course I is the employment of 

full and superior strength agains t his comoatant force . The out 

standing possible ·weakness factor is that t }ie convo y , equally if · 

! not more valuable than the BLUE combatant shi:)s are for a time 

unmolested offering a possible opportunity for escape . 

The strength factor of Course (,t2 - i s that both combatant 

units and convoy are attacked simultaneous ly . Less chance of an 

opportunity for the convoy to escape . 
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DiVision of forces . Difficulty of coordination of activities . 

Chance of isolation of a part of my force a nd_defeat in detail . 

Does not insure superior strength at point of action. 

In order to give convoy attack units a chance of success, 

t _he battleships must be effectively engaged by the CC' s and t hey 

are not so engaged until the BB guns are em~loyed on the CC's . 

\"mile the BB batteries are not engaged they are a serious 1-:1.enace 

to raiding light forces , and TThen the CC ' s ure within range , the 

BB's have greatly superior fire effect . 

Course I has one source of weal<ne ss , which if employed: ~,.s t 

be guarded against . It has a powerful strensth factor , concentra

ted , employed superior strength . 

Course II has one merit , and several weakness as outlined 

above . Discar ded . 

Course I is adopted • 

.Analysis of Course I • 

.Any course of action available to us calls for a decisive 

engagement . To accomplish our mission Course I will ensure c. 

decisive engagement, victory in this engagenent ·will i nsure the 

accomplishment of the task and the purpose of our mission . 

Our problem now is how best tb attack , when and \Vb.ere . '11he 

when has been decided . We are to attack promptly, on earliest 

date and during daylight . The number and type of ships assigned., 

were in accordance with an ostimat0 that indicated this . There 

fore there is no point for a deliberation as to the date , nor to 

the mori ts of a night vs a day engagement . The t im3 clement al so 

answers the question as to where . Tho \7horc , however, would be 

subject to revision by virtue of tactical considerations , of prox-. 
imity of_ land , shoals , etc . The How to attack is within our 

hands and must be decided on . 

At this point we again review own forces and co~parison of 

forces ; to the end that our strength factors be ·utilized to their 
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best advantage and our weakness factors guarded against . A study 

of Annex A and our comparison curves shou us that - the CC ' s have 

! a seven thousand yard range advantage and have a 5½ knot speed 

advantage , on the other hand the life of the CC's is 36 ~s against 

46 for BLUE BB's and inside of 22 , 000 yards BLUE BB fire effect 

is about double that of CC ' s at 90° target angles . So long as 

j the CC speed superiority is retained, the y can choose the range . 

t 

From 30 , 000 to 23 , 000 yards the CC ' s may deliver damage without 

return . This range band then might appear to be the ansuer . 

However , at long ranges plane spot is valuable - we lilay and we 

may not have it . Hhile damage is delivered when the CC's have a 

target the damage mounts slowly and the a:r-nnuni ti on expenditure 

is large , and it cannot be expected that BLUE ,nll accept this 

damage without effort to avoid . rJe have arrived at the conclusion 

that BLUE w:i.11 use smoke liberally to off set this advantage . 

If smoke screens could be maintained continuously , {this i3 not 

• accepted} the CC range advantage would be of no value , if smolrn 

screens can be effective part of the time , part of our range ad

vantage is lost , and time is lost , it is indecisi vc . Yet sorae 

damage can be done, possibly a considerable amount . A decisive 

engagement is dE)sired ,. it nm1 a ppears that unaided tho CC's can 

not be expected to provide this Tiith success t o OR.ANGE . 

Fortunately we have other forces , these are cruisers , des

troye rs , submarines and aircraft . The submarines a r e a part of 

our force bu-i; will be o,erating indej_Jendontly , though offonsi ve

ly . V!e hope for assistance from them, but ,,,e can not count on 

it . We will depend on our airplanes for plane spot for long 

range firing . Let's consider crui sers ; we have 8 CA against 3 

for BLUE and 5 CL against 4 for BLUE . Here is a real superiority 

! for ORANGE . HoVl can we capitalize it to accom:>lish our mission, 

under the selected course of action. Tho life of our CA is 3? . 6 

as against 14. 1 for BLUE CA's and of our CL's 14 against 14 . 8 
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for BLUE CL's or cruiser life in our favor of 51 . 6 agai nst 23 . 9 . 

The operation of the N2 law under concentration g ives ORP.NGE 

cruisers a far greater fire effect than the life ratio . By con

sulting the fire effect diagrams it is found that the BLUE cruis

ers are all destroyed during the run in from 30 , 000 to 10 , 000 

yards . This under the assumed conditions of visibility of t a r 

gets and plane spot for OR.ANGE CA's . 

BLUE is superior in nur.1ber of destroyers by twenty- one to 

sixteen. It may well be that a part of BLUE destroyers will be 

assigned as anti- submarine screen for the convoy , and not ini tial

ly available for defense of o~n Battle Line . Should , however , 

ORANGE find all DD's opposed we find that BLUE life is 27 . 5 against 

20 . 8 for ORANGE . However the BLUE 4 " - 50 caliber gun is only from 

75 to 80 percent as effective as the OR.ANGE 4 ~7- 45 calibre gun , 

which in fighting effect brings the forces almost on a parity . 

This is without consideration of the employment of the s econdary 

battery of the cruisers , nor their entire ava t lability at a bout 

a r ange of 12 , 000 yards on the run in • 

It now seems that a powerful light force a.ttaclc c an be 

launched on BLUE BB's with an indicated damage from BLUE light 

force defense of about 15%. Hith considera t :lon of the fact t llat 
d/{ltNC-~ , 

:E!Jiml: light forces carry 288 torpe does in t h e CA's , 108 in the 

CL ' s , and 192 in the DD' s or a total of 588 torpedoes , and ex

cept for BB main battery fire can get them to the firi ng poin t , 

here is a serious threat for BLUE , and a powerful weapon f or 

ORANGE . The BB main battery is a menace to t h is attack if f r e e 

to be used against • .L. 
11, .. \7ha t can be done about thi s? The BB ' s 

will be under fir e of the CC ' s ,but unless the CC' s a r e within 

gun range of the BB's , 22 , 000 and under the BB f ire will be di 

rected again~t this attack . By clos i ng the range with t he CC ' s 

the BB ' s wil l be forced to employ their batterie s against them 

or absorb the punishment without return . BLUE '.7ill be faced i7i t h 

the problem of accepting the fire of the CC ' s Wi thout r e turn, or 
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of accepting the light force attack and maneuvering to avoid . 

Vvhat may we expect and what will be its effect on OR.Al'JGE? 

By consul ting the Fire Effect Diagrams , it is found t hat 

with both forces presenting a 90° target angle (im::;nobable rrhile 

closing e xcept head on) from 22 , 000 to 16 , 000 BLUE a verages about 

1 . 5 fourteen inch hit per 3 minute move more than ORANGE , or 

, ORANGE pays a relative penalty of . 5 hit per ship . However , if 

ORANGE presents a 45° target angle and BLUE a 90° targe t angle the 

picture changes and ORANGE has an advantaee of . 5 of a hit or 

• 

. 166 hit per ship . Again if both forces present a 45° target 

angle BLUE has the a dvantage of • 53 hit ~)er 3 minute move or . 176 

per ship. But to 17 , 000 yards this advantage i s only . 23 ·hit or 

. 08 hit per ship . ORJI.NGE must not present a goo target angl e to 

BLUE's 45° target angle , this v.ould be fatal . Assuming OR.ANGE 

presents a 45° target angle, the worst conditions would result in 

a small disadvan tage of fire effect to OR.ANGE, and under good c0.n

di tions in an advantage . This estinate does not consider the 

accumulated damge on BB' s from previous long range fire . 

Then OR.AJ.~GE CC's must f i ght at seventeen to eighteen thousand 

yards for r.1.aximum advantage . Analysis s hows that by this t i me , 

OR.ANGE Light Forces should have secured the ascendency over the 

BLUE Light Force . Computation shows that ORA..WGE cruiser s with 

plane spot for CA's can render BLUE cruisers ineffective on t he 

run in from 30 , 000 to 12 , 000 yards wi th only about 1 5% damage to 

OR.ANGE . 

OR.ANGE lig ht forces are now in position to make a deterr..11i ned 

attack on the BLUE Battle Line dr iving the a ttaclc well home . 

Should the BLUE BB's shift main battery fi re to this for ce , i t 

can lay a smoke screen for protection , it is contemplated makil1g 

the attacl<: from windwa rd . During t h is time OR.ANGE Battle Linc 

could pile up a tremendous fire superiority . IIaving visualized 

the growing plan to this point wo are ready to move on to tho next 
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phase . ORANGE light forces have defeated and destroyed r,1ost of 

BLUE light forces , and have delivered a strong to r pedo attack . The 

Battle Line s are heavily engaged . The reraaining ORANGE light 

• forces , by computat ion should be c onsiderable , can now stand on 

to ·attack the Convoy. Should the successive 'blows delivered on 

... 

the battleship s i . e . , CC long range attack 30 , 000 t o 26 , 000 yards , 

the approach firing to seventeen to eighteen thousand yards , the 

firing in this favorable band , and the result s of the light fo rce 

torpedo attack , have resulted in reducing t he· BB streng t h be lor1 

that of the CC' s , then they may be l eft to t he CC ' s while the light 

forces go about the worlc of d estruct ion of the Convoy . 

Plane spot is important to us . 

Our speed advantage must be preserved • 
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SECTION V 

DECISION 

/4~ 
To engage enom"¥,ffrom TTindTTard in a three phase action ; first 

at long ranges , own light forces defending battle line ; second 

at decisive ranges , own light forces destroying 9n~my light forces 

and delivering torpedo attack on enemy battle line; third , attack 

by all forces on enemy convoy and remaining escort , in order to 

destroy BLUE reenforcements . 
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SECTION VI 

SUPPORTING MEASURES 

(a) Operations to be inaugurated . 

In formulating the operations to be included in the bat t le 

plan we shall assume that: 

Our scouting force has a definite contact with BLUE reen

forcements and has r epor ted his position , course and speed ; 

Our surface forces have effected tact ical concentration ; 

Our tactical scouting and air reconnaissance has given 

us BLUE ' s strength , d i sposition and t he escort 's position 

relative to his escort . 

Our decision involves the followi ng : 

1 . Security of plane spot to mvn battle line and during 

phase two to our CAs . Vve have 22 VO and VS planes 

against 26 for BLUE . Pl ane spot fo r us is t he most 

important function for air . 

2 . Maintenance of speed superiority and strength of own 

battle line . This calls i n i tially for defense of ovm 

Battle Line by light forces from torpedo damage . This 

menace is considered to lie chiefly from BLUE subma

rines . It is believed that BLUE ' s inferior light 

forces have but little chance of a successful attack 

through our superior light forces. In addition to this , 

in phase one, the CCs are not under fire , therefore 

are free to use main battery and to maneuver to avoid 

an attack . 

3 . Maintenance of visibility of tai~gets during phase I. 

It is expected that BL'll; wi11 make· liberal use of smoke 

to deny the CCs fire outside of twenty- tTToihousand 

yards. As we intend to attack from windward , any sur

face vessels l ayi ng smoke will be visible to our forces , 

we must destroy such units, and use our superior. speed 

to maintain visibility. Our cruisers are effective for 

knock ing out surface smokers and remain outside of BB 
fire . 
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Attac~-c of our light forces on BLUE Light Force and 

BLUE Battle Line under supporting f i re of 0\~1 Battle 

Line . This is to be done in phase II when the CCs are 

engaging dom1 ·i;o 17 , 000 yards drav1ing the BB fi r e . 

For destruction of BLUE light forces v,e have a tremen

dous cruiser superiority , allowing for a double con

centration on all but one BLUE CL ; in this we gain the 

advantage in the ratio of 5 to 1 . The path to the tor 

pedo firing position should be cleared nith relative 

ease . Our cruiser torpedoes have a range of 16 , 400 

yards and those of our destroyers 13 , 500 yards . The 

enemy battle line of three BBs is short if closed up , 

if spread , then th~re are three target s. The attaclc 

must be driven v1ell home to the point whore accuracy 

of torpedo fire is assured . 

5 . Attack on convoy and renaining BLUE corn.bata.'1 t ships . 

After torpedo attack is delivered , the light forces will 

stand on for the convoy and set about its destruction . 

This function is best performed by -the cruisers. Tho 

DD may reload torpedoes and attack BBs a gain , or if not 

needed elserJhere go down on convoy and use tho torpe 

does there . 

6 . Defensive smoke if desired . 

7 . Pursu.it . The convoy may disperse if it is seen that 

the battle is going against thorn . Thoy must be caught 

and destroyed; our cruisers hove t ho speed and strength 

to do this . 

From the above considerations , the folloning tasks arc 

formulated : 

1 . Secure plane spot for O\'ffi Battle Lino and CAs . 

2 . Defend Battle Lino against torpedo a ttacl~ by enemy 

light forces and submarines . 

3 . Maintain Battle Lino gun range outside twenty- throe 

thousand yards , preferably at about 26 , 000 yards during 
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1 . 

2 . 

3 . 

4 . 

1st phase . Close gun range to seventeen - eighteen thousand 

yard range band in 2nd phase • 

4 . Prevent smoke screens being laid by enemy to interfere 

with our gun fire. 

. 5 . Attack enemy light forces. 

6 . Attack enemy Battle Line Vii th torpedoes . 

7 . Attack enemy Convoy. · 

8 . Follow up Pursuit . 

9 . Furnish information . 

Task Groups: 

Battle Line 

Batcrudiv One Assigned Tasks 3 , 7 ' and 8. 

Desdiv Four " II 2 and 6. 

Light Forces Assigned Tasks 2 , L1. ~' 5 , 6 ' 7 ' 8 and 9 . 

Crudiv Three 

Crudiv Six 

Crudiv Seven 

Desron One 

Aircraft Assigned '.Casks 1 and g • 

All VO and vs planes 

Submarines Assigned Tasks 6 ' 7 ' 8 and 9. 

All submarines in 
Battle Area . 

(b) Command Organization 

The Battle Line will be under the immediate command of 

Commander Eastern Detachment who uill act as O. T. C. 

The light forces will be under the general cornrr..and of Vice 

• Admiral OCA, in command of Crudiv Six. ~~en deployment is 

ordered the Senior Officer of each flank force VvilJ have command 

in that area . 

t The command of aircraft is assigned to Comiuand er AC, the 

senior aviator . 

The command of submarines will be exerci~ed by the senior 

submarine commander i n the Battle Area . 
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(c) Coordinat"ing Measures. 
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Information is vital to all groups . The O. T. C. \1ill initiate 

the attack , and the start of each phase . 

All units should know the location of the Convoy and take 

advantage of opportunities to da'IJ18.ge it . 

O. T. C. will order pursuit • 

(d) Train . 

Train uill remain at PELEWS . 

(e) Special _Provisions . 

O. T. C. in CC- 3 . Use minus nine time . Rendezvous Affirn , 

PELEWS ; Baker, GUAM. 

Battle Radio Frequency Plan . 

Pursuit Plans I and II . 
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TACTICP.J., PROBLEM I - 1 934 - SENIOR 

THE BATTLE PLAN 
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CC - 3 , Fl agsh i p 
SECRET 

Battle Plan 
No . 1 

Latitude 12°- 00 1 N 
Longitude 12?0 - 00 ' E 
? J c..nuary 193-

TASK ORGANIZATION 
(a) Battle Line 

Batcrudiv One 
Desdiv Four 

(b) Light Forces , Vice Admiral OCA. 
Crudivs Three , Six , Seven 
Desron One 

(c) Aircraft , Commander Top Flite . 
All VO and VS planes 

(d) Submarines 1 Cor.unander Deep Under . 
All submarines in Battle Area . 

1 . Mis sion . To dest roy BLUE reenforcements last reported 
off SATA'/.AN i n daylight action TTith all surface forces 
in order to pr event their reaching t!:.e PF.ILIPPINES pr ior 
to the capture of MANILA BAY. 
Information. As contained i n my Operation Order No . 1. 
No further information • 
.Assumptions . That the enemy Hill take up a strong de 
fensive disposition and endeavor to destroy or dri ve 
off our attacking units ; that he nill counter attack at 
favorable opportunities ; that he will use delaying and 
evasive tactics , in defense of his convoy. That he r!ill 
employ smoke liberally to offset the superior gun range 
of our bat tle line . If the battle turns against him he 
will disperse his convoy to seek safety i n flight . 
That visibility conditions will permit long range GUn 
fire . ftr....~ 

2 . This force will engage enemy decisivel y,1in a three phase 
action; first , at long ranges , mm light forces defend
ing Battle Line; second , at doci sive ranees , mm l tght 
forces dentroying enemy l i ght forces and d0liv0ring tor
pedo attack on enemy battle line ; third , atta ck by all 
forces on en emy convoy and r cmaininc escort , in orC:.er t o 
destroy BLUE r eonforcements . 

3 . (a) Battle Line . Phase I, attack enemy battle lino out
side of twenty- three t housand yards, preferably at 
tuenty- s ix thousa~d yards. Phase II , close to decisive 
ranges , seventeen, eighteen thousand yard ran5 e band 
indicated . Phase III , continue attack on enemy battle 
line until destroyed or rendered i~effective , then a ttack 
escort and convoy. 
(b) Light Forces . Phase I , dGfend own battle line . Deny 
enemy surface vessels laying smoke screens between battle 
lines . Phase II , attack and destroy enemy light forces , 
attack enemy battle lino ~ith torpedoes . Phase III , 
attack enemy convoy and remain i ng enemy escort . 
( c) Aircraft . Phase I , secure and mai ntain plane spot 
for battle line , s ecure informat ion of enemy novements . 
Phase II , secure plane spot for battle line and CAs , 
supply information . Phase III , supply info~mation and 
plane spot as needed . 
(d) Submarines . Phases I , II , III, attack enemy heavy 
ships and co.nvoy at every opportunity. Battleships 
primary objective . 
(x) Information vital to all units. O. T. C. will direct 
execution of this pl an and of the start of each phase by 
signal . Pursuit will be initiated by O. T. C. r1ho n ill 
direct the plan to be used . Use smoke as necessary but 
avoid interference with fire of mm battle line . 
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4 . Train remain at PELErm. 

5 . Rendezvous Affirm,PJ:LEHS ; Baker , GU.AU . Us e mi nus n i ne 
time . Battle Radio Frequency Plan. O. T. C. in CC- 3 . 

Distribution : 
By despatch to : 

Task Force Commanders 
Unit Commanders and 
Commanding Officers . 

A, 
Lieutenant Commander 

Flag Secretary . 

oc 
Vice .Admiral, 

Commander , Eastern Detachment 
and O. T. C. 
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N~·~v1i1, u~·~ COLLEG:i:: CORRESPONDENCE COURSE 

IN 

STR.i.i.TEGY 1'i.ND TAC TI CS 

PRE- Bl,.TTLE ESTIMATE 

OF THE 

TACTIC.AL SITU:i.TIO,N 

OPER.:,.TIONS (DEMONS~R11.TIVE) PROBLEI~_I.:-_1_934:_ 

SOLUTION BY J,, MEMBER OF THE ST: .. FF 

Item 5 

DZP:.RTMSNT OF OPJ:R..._TIONS 
No.vo.1- Vlc.r Col l ogo ,-

NcTip or~, R. I . 
August , 1933. 

fffi&~ 
Not to pass out of the ho.nds of officers of the U. S . Navo.l or 

Mili t ary Service . 

DECLASSIFIED IAW roD ''EMO OF 3 MAY 1972, SUBi: 
DECLASSIFICAT.A'.v.1J L1 ... ,,...._J fu..,UORDS 
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N:~v.AL HAR COLLEGE COR:i:GSPOND3NCE COURS3 

IN 

S'rfu.,_TEGY :Jill T.:..CTICS 

OPER~;.TIONS_jpEMONSTRi,.TIVE) PROBL~.il 1 - 1934 

STATEr.JENT OF THE PROBLEM - -~ -- ---
T: .. CTI CiiL PlL'.SE 

INST.L'i.LLMENT X 

J t o.!_!! _ _(.§_)_ 

D3P.L".RTMZNT OF OPJ:R,:1.TIONS 
N~vc.l 1'/['.r College , 

No:-.p or t , i. . I . 
11.ugus t , 1933 . 

CONFID::NTI.!.L -------
Not to pass out of t ho custody of officers of the U. S . Naval 

or Milita ry Se rvic e . 
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DPERATIONS (DEMONSTRATIVE} PROBLEM I -1934 

TACTIC.AL PHASE 

-• MOTIVES: (l} Solution of a Pro -Battle Estimate of a To.ctico.l 

i 

situation. 
(2) Exercise in formula.ting n Bo.ttlo Plo.n. 

ORANGE SITUATION : 

Tho situQtion is that of the preceding problem except that 
Vice Admiral OC ho.snow mo.de his Strntogico.l Estimate of the 
Situntion o.nd ho.s issued his Operation Order to the Ea.stern Do -
to.chmont. 

Tho statement of the ORANGE Situation , o.nd tho EstirnD.to of 
Vice Admirnl OC together with his order o.s solved by a member 
of tho Navo.l Wo.r Colle go Sta.ff, ( I tom " ( 5)" of Requirement Sheet 
of Installment X) , . a.re for\10.rdod \"ii th tho return of' the student's 
solution of Instnllmont IX. 

REQ,UIREMENTS : 

(1) Given tho Sta.ff Solution o.nd Order of Vice Admiral OC to 
the Ea.stern Doto.chmont , tho student mll mo.kc n pro-bo.ttlo ostimo.to 
of the to.ctico.l situation uhich m.11 con:f'ront tho Ea.stern Detach
ment in carrying out tho order of Vice Admiral OC. Tho ostimo.te 
uill be mo.de o.nd bound by sections follom.ng the sruno procedure 
crs used in Instnllmont IX. 

(2) From his ovm Pro-B~ttle EstirnD.to the student m.11 dro.u up o. 
Battle Plnn for the Ea.stern Deto.chmont following i n gcnornl the 
plan form o.s shmm on page 41 of' tho Estimate po.mphlo t (Edition of 
1932). Such contributory pla.ns a.s rnD.y be required \7ill be noted 
in the Estimo.te o.nd in the Bo.ttle Plo.n , but these plans need not 
be prepared . 

NOTZ 

1 . The To.ctico.l PhGse of Operations Problem I flous from the 
Strc.tegic Phase . The estimate of the Stro.tegic Pho.so decided 
that the be st 1ilO.Y of preventing the BLUE Reonforcomonts fron join
ing the BLUE Mo.in Body uo.s by locQting them o.t tho earliest possi
ble time o.nd by ongo.ging them decisively . This ostimo.te then de
cided upon the deto.ils of hou to loco.to BLUE, o.nd o.n operation 
order 1ilO.S dro.rm up to cover this . 

2 . Ho1il to engage the enemy decisively rms not considered in 
tho estimate of the Strategic Phase . This Tia.s reserved for a later 
ostimc..te - thnt of the To.ctico.l Phase to uhich --:,o ho.vc no\1 come . 

3. The stud0nt should assume thut BLUE Roenforccmcnts have 
b-ocn successfully locc.tod , o.nd tho.tho ho.s o.11 necessary inform.o.
tion ni th 11hich to assemble his forces . Thon, tc..king us tho To.sk 
of his mission " to engage BLUE Reenforcement s decisi vol y," ho pro
ceeds in his estimate to consider HOW ho m.11 fight BLUE. As a re
sult of this considoro.tion , ho dro.ns-up a. battle plo.n for his for
ces. The student should try to a.void getting out a bo.ttlo plo.n 
uhich contai ns specious gonoralitics but lacks concrotonoss . Ho 
should put·1himsolf in tho plc.cc of his subordinates, nho c.ro to ro
coi ve and net on tho plan. Ho should o.sk himself if he understands 
his commo.ndor's intentions rroll enough to go into bo.ttlo nith con
fidence . 
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1 . OWN MISSION . 

TACTICAL PROBLEM I - 1~34- Sr . 

ORANGE STAFF SOLUTION 

Vice Admiral OC having completed his strategic estimate of 

the Strategic Situation , arrived at a decision , and prepared an 

Operation Order embodying as paragraph 2 (general plan ) this 

decision , is now concerned with the tactical phases of the situ

ation and the preparation of a battle plan . The decision arrived 

at in the Strategical Estimate is quoted below: 

"To destroy the reenforcements last reported off SATAWAN 

ISLAND , by attacking the escort with submarines as soon as they 

can reach attack positions, and by engaging promptly and dec i 

sively during daylight with all surface forces , in order to pre

vent BLUE reenforcements from reaching the PHILIPPINES prior to 

the capture of MANILA BAY." 

The tactical mission is derived from this paragraph and is 

formulated as follows : 

"To destroy BLUE reenforcements last reported off SATAWAN 

ISLAND in daylight action rrith all surface forces in order to 

prevent their reaching the PHILIPPI:NES prior to the capture of 

:MAN ILA BAY. 11 

The Situation confronting us is one where-in our Scout ing 

Ope rat ions having definitely located .t he BLUE r eenforcements , we 

must concentrate our forces and engage him in decisive action . 

BLUE is confronted vii th the defense of a slow convoy. 
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SECTION II 

(a) Political Status . Does not apply . 

(b) Economic Status. Does not apply . 

(c) Geographical features . The area in which this engage

ment may be expected is that south of the C.AROLINES , which in 

general is free from land and shoals , though the battle may be 

fought in the vicinity of islands or other dangers to navigation , 

which might influence tactics and maneuver ability . 

( d) Weather. In this area , at this season of the year the 

Northeast trade wind is blowing, force 3 to 5 . The weather is 

clear, the rainy season is over and normal visibility can be 

expected. The sea vrill normally be smooth at night and in the 

early forenoon , though rising to a moderate sea as the wind in

creases . There are thirteen hours of daylight. Moonlight con

ditions will prevail during the latter half of the night . Con

ditions favor flight operations during the forenoon . \'!ith the 

strengthening of the wind in the afternoons there will exist 

some risk to planes landing on the surface of the sea. 

(e) Information and Security. It is improbable that BLUE 

will gain information of our force except through friendly mer

chantmen , reports from own C- in- C, should his observations dis

close the absence from ORli.NGE Fleet of these units , and from his 

own limited air patrols until our scouts make contact . His 

met hod of denial of information of his force will be limited to 

driving off or keeping dovm of ORANGE submarines, and to driving 

off of ORAIDE cruisers . 

(f) Materiel characteristics . The ma.teriel readiness of 

BLUE is assumed to be excellent in all respects , except as to 

some foulness of boilers and bottoms which may to some extent 

lower the maximum listed speed. This however, will not be a 

decisive factor . 
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t g ) (1) The original report from TRUK gives the BLUE Force 

as composed of 

3 Battleships 

3 Heavy Cruisers 

4 Light Cruisers 

21 Destroyers 

30 Convoy Vessels 

? Submarines 

The materiel tactical characteristics of this force 

are tabulated in Annex A. 

(2) The enemy force was last sighted south of S:A.TAHAN 

ISLAND at zero seven hundred six January, steaming west with a 

convoy of about thirty vessels . Until our m-m search operations 

result in contacts and information, we will not know his disposi

tion or exact composition . 

( h) BLUE -personnel is knorm to be well trained and skillful; 

they are determined and courageous . Previous engagements during 

this campaign have undoubtedly keyed their morale at a hi~h 

standard. 

(i) Logistic support available . Only that contained within 

the force . It is assumed that BLUE has refuelled his destroyers 

en route and will not be hand icapped in this respect . .Ammunition 

supply must be replete . 

(j) BLUE is aware that his position ~as ascertained on six 

July south of SATAWAN, and is without doubt expecting OR.ANGE to 

conduct scouting operations and to oppose his advance . BLUE 

should be una~are of the composition of ORANGE Force and should 

be so unaware until attack is imminent . 

Own Strength . 

(a) , ( b) , ( c) , ( d) same as for BLUE • 

(e) Our information is limited to that of the report of six 

January . It is believed that BLUE has no information of our 

forces either as to location , strength or disposition. Consider 

ing BLUE force as we know it , it is believed that he has little 
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opportunity of gaining this information until our attack is 

imminent .• 

(f) Our materiel condition is satisfactory •. Previous op

erations have put some strain on our propelling machinery , and 

some diminuation of maximun speed exists 1 butthis will not be of 

vital importance.-

( g) We must a-1Jait contacts of own scouts and the develop

ments of these contacts for further information of the enemy ' s 

exact composition and disposition. 

(h) Our personnel is efficient and well trained . Morale is 

high. 

(i) Our force has ample fuel and ammunition . 

Relative Strength . 

(a) BLUE expects an attack, but has no knowledge of the type 

of this attack . It may be for purposes of attrition by night 

raids with light forces 7 or it may be a decisive attac}c by major 

forces. BLUE is under a nervous strain and constant expectancy. 

ORANGE, on the other hand , knows very closely the strength of his 

opponent and after contact by his scouts will know the definite 

location of his objective and his disposition. 

BLUE is handicapped by the defense of a large slow con

voy . ORANGE has speed and freedom of movement . 

(b) The comparison of forces available to each side is given 

below, by types: 

Submarines: 

ORANGE 

12 

BLUE 

? 

The ORANGE submarines have maximum surface speeds of 

from 19 to 17 knots and maximum submerged speeds of 9 knots . 

Their employment in the search operations place them on a scout 

ing line about 300 miles in length. It is problematical a s to 

how many submarines will be in the immediate vicinity of the 

battle area. 
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In considering submarine tYJ)eS it is not their strength , 

one to another that ne are as much concerned with as it is their 

relative ability to get at heavy ship~ particularly Battle Line 

unit.s. Their effectiveness in the engagement will in large ex

tent depend on the position relative to their objective that they 

find themselves in when battle is joined and their ability to 

make maximum use of their surface speed to gain favorable posi

tions for attack . 

It is a reasonable assumption that ~e are superior in total 

number of submarines . I t is unreasonable to assume, however , 

that we shall have superiority in this type in the battle area . 

Capital Shi ps . 

Surf ace Type.s : 

ORANGE BLUE 

BB 3 

3 cc 

8 

5 

16 

CA 

CL 

DD 

Convoy 

3 

4 

21 

30 (armed?) 

In capital ships BLUE is superior in life in the ratio of 

46 to 36 . Two BLUE BBs are capable of 22 , 000 yards range , and 

one of 23 , 000 yards range . Our maximum gun range is 30,000 yards . 

BLUE can penetrate our side armor at 22 , 000 yards and under , but 

our deck armor cannot be penetrated with his short range guns . 

Our 1 4" guns penetrate BLUE deck armor outside of 25 to 26 , 000 

yards , and his side armor inside of 17 to 18 , 000 yards with 90 

degree target angl e . Plane spot i s important to us if long range 

fire is to be employe4 . Due to superior gun range our fire ef

fect between 30 , 000 and 23,000 is overwhelming to BLUE , though 

the damage mounts slowly. At 21 , 000 yards and under the damage 

inflicted by BLUE is about double that inflicted by ORAIDE at 90° 

target angles . Individually the CCs are weaker than the BBs , but 

we possess the great advantage of outranging our enemy by ?.,000 
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yards in a range band r.1here real damage can be inflicted . 

ORAN}E has a speed marg i n of~} knots and carries a consid

erable torpedo armament while BLUE carries none . 

Heavy Cruisers . 

Our MYOKO class are opposed to BLUE ' s ASTORIA class . Ship 

for ship , assuming a 90° target angle, we are superior at ranges 

bel01:1 15 , 000 yards; in ranges 15 , 000 to 20 , 000 yards inclusive 

BLUE is superior on account of our inability to penetrate either 

his side or deck armor; then we are about equal to our limiting 

range of 31 , 000 yards . BLUE can outrange us from 32 , 000 to 34 , 000 

yards inclusive but damage is small . L1 this class , however , t1e 

have 8 ships to his 3 . 

Light Cruisers . 

Our YURA class is opposed to his OM..~-IA class . Ship for ship 

BLUE is superior at all ranges. We have 5 ships to his 4 . 

In cruiser strength ~e are dec idedly superior to BLUE in all 

appropriate combinations and neither side possesses a speed margin. 

BLUE CAs carry no torpedoes. 

Destroyers. 

In destroyers BLUE i s super ior in the ratio 21 to 16. BLUE 

DDs carry a heavier torpedo armament but are lighter gunned than 

ours. Speeds are about equal , 

Considering the Light Forces as a whole ORANGE is superior 

in torpedoes in the ratio of almost 2 to 1 . Both sides carry 

depth charges but we carry a considerable number of mines in our 

CLs while BLUE carries none . 

Convoy. 

BLUE ccnvoy will be composed of various type of auxiliaries 

having low individual maximum speeds and probably armed with a 

few 5" or 6 11 guns. We will not be handicapped with a Train • 
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AIRCRAFT 

No carriers are present in either force and the only aircra.1't 

available are the VO and VS types carried on capital ships and 

cruisers . It is improbable that BLUE will be able to make use of 

his aircraft in cargo. The two Forces are e Qual in Aircraft . 

Outstanding Factors of Strength and Tieakness . 

From a tactical point of view, the above shows the following 

to be the outstanding factors of strength and weakness . 

BLUE 

Strength 

Individual fighting strength of 
battle line units within their 
range . 

ORANGE 

Strength 

Opportunity to employ the ini 
tiative, and surprise. 

Superior gun range of capital 
ship• . 

Superior battle line speed . 

Superiority in cruisers . 

Weakness 

Presence of convoy 

Short gun range of 
battleships 

Inferior battle l i ne 
speed 

Inferiority in cruisers . 

\.1eakness 

Individual weakness of 
cos. 

Inferiority in destroyer. 
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SECTION III 

ENEMY'S PROBABLE INTENTIONS 

In the strategical estimate already made we have deduced 

an Enemy Mission and his probable intentions which will form 

the background for his Tactical Mission . The Strategic Mission 

so arrived at is stated as follows : 

"To ensu-re the safe and timely arrival of the reenforce-

ments in the Southern PHILIPPINES in order to permit the relief 

0 f l\l"IA.NILA BAY 11 
, 

In that estimate the BLUE most probable intentions were: 

To escort the convoy to TAVII TAWI, 

1. by continuing with the present escort in concentrated 

defensive formation , 

2. by proceeding at best sustained speed over a di re ct 

route , 

3 . by dri v,ing off or destroying enemy forces opposing the 

'advance , 

in order to insure the safe and timely arrival of the reenforce-

ment sin the Southern PHILIPPINES . 

(b) Courses of Action Open to Enemy. 

With consideration of the deduced BLUE strategical decision 

i . e . , enany's most probable intention we find that , the escort 

is in a concentrated defensive formation , and that he will en 

deavor to drive off or destroy enemy forces opposing his advance, 

as points pertinent to the tactical phase . There appears to be 

no reason why they are not as sound tactically as they were 

strategically. While this is the most probable formation, yet 

we must examine further f or possible variations that we may not 

be surprised . BLUE ' S C~1ising Disposition is pertinent as his 

Battle Disposition will be :made from his Cruising Formation . 

• BLUE may be unaware of the imminence of the approaching engage-
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ment , yet he may have information that leads him to believe that 

an attack is not far off , and certainly TT hen our scouts make con

tacts , with the developments of them , he will have warning . It 

may be taken for granted that his combatant f orces will be dis 

posed for prompt action to repel attacks . 

It would be desirable for BLUE to have a aistant screen but 

a consideration of the limited forces at his oommand restricts 

this screen to one of a size of doubtful value , and subjects BLUE 

to defeat in deto.il . Therefore j_t is considered most unl ikely 

that there will be a distant screen of surface vessels . Inasmuch 

as we do not know whether BLUE ho.s submarines or not , a distant 

screen of submarines is doubtful, but if BLUE has sub1,arines it 

is reasonable to assume that there i s such a distant screen .. 

BLUE v1ill be confronted with the necessity of f iGhting our 

force , and the general courses of action open to BLUE , to carry 

out the task of his mission would seem to be : 

1 . To fight offensively. 

2 . To fight defensively . 

Examination of Course I . 

To fight offensively means that BLUE would advanc e to 

meet the attacking force , to force the fight , which woul d en tail 

the abandoru:1Emt for the time b eir..G, tho closo dorense of the 

Convoy , and to maneuver tho Convoy to avoid the engagerient . 

Strength 

Retains the initiative. 

Moral factors of aggression . 

Free to :maneuver without 
being hampered by Convoy. 

rJeakne ss 

Inferior Battle Line speed , there 
fore could not force action . 

Inferior cruiser strength. 

Could not force employment of all 
ORANGE Light Forces in the battle , 
and OR.ANGE excess cruisers could 
raid Convoy .. 

Summary 

The strength factors are of small value when weighed against 

the weakness factors . The effort \'l:>Uld in all probability both 

fail in bringing the enemy to a decisive actj_ on , drive them off , 
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{ or defend the Convoy. OR.ANGE CC ' s superior speed could decoy the 

BB 1 s out of position and then the CC's could elude and join in 

the raid on the Convoy. 

• 

d 

Course II. 

To fight defensively means that BLUE would maintain a strong 

defensive disposition close to his Convoy and wait for the attack 

to come to him, keeping interposed between the attacking forces 

and his Convoy. BLUE would endeavor to defeat attacking forces 

and to counter attack at favorable opportunities. 

Course I is discarded and Course II is adopted . 

Further examination of Course II . 

Strength. 

At point nhere defense is most needed . 

On interior lines , which compensates for BLUE's lower speed . 

Hutual support of combatant forces . 

Can keep interposed between Convoy and attacking forces . 

Analysis . 

BLUE ' s slow Battle Line speed and inferior gun range as com

pared to ours is his most serious handicap . If OR.ANGE can main

tain gun fire outside of 23 , 000 yards , BLUE will suffer damage 

without ability to return, and may be faced with destruction. 

Should BLUE be able to deny ORANGE plane spot , the effect of 

OR.ANGE gunfire will be decreased . BLUE can lay smoke screens to 

cover his force when in unfavorable range bands and can be expect

ed to do so to deny us the benefits of long range fire and to con

ceal the movements of his Convoy . By use of smoke BLUE may force 

us to close the range to avoid a stalemate. Tho superior speed of 

OR.ANGE CC's is the factor that subjects BLUE to having long ranges 

imposed on him , and it is important to BLUE to slow them down . 

One torpedo hit in a CC would destroy tts speed superiority over 

a BB, and BLUE must realize the desirability of effecting this if 

possible , with his light forces or submarines. 
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We conclude that BLUE rs prin cipal concern is the safety of 

his Convoy and that his most probable Course of Action is: 

To fight defensively, 6n interior lines near his Convoy 

keeping interposed between his Convoy and attacking forces, and 

with mutual support between combatant units , by driving off attacks 

and counter attacking at favorable opportunities , by using smoke 

liberally to off set our gunnery advantage and to ~reate opportuni 

ties to str ike our forces in detail and by using delaying and eva

sive tactics . If faced with certain defeat he will disperse his 

Convoy to seek safety in fligh t. 
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SECTION IV 

COURSES OF ACTION OFEN TO ME 

Appreciation of Own 11.:::ission. 

Our Tactical Mission is : 

11To destroy BLUE reenforcements last reported off SATAUAN 

ISLAND in daylight action with all surface forces in order to pre

vent their reaching the PHILIPPINES prior to the capture of MANILA 

BAY" . 

The task is explicit , to destroy BLUE reenforcenents , no 

dis ·~inction is made between the combatant types and the vessels 

of the Convoy. 

The purpose is to prevent the reenforcements from reaching 

the PHILIPFJNES prior to the capture of MANI LA BAY. 

Prompt action is necessary , our main fleet is weakened by 

our absence and delays favor BLUE . 

Time will give BLUE an opportunity to send additional units 

to strengthen BLUE reenforcements resistance • 

Delay on our part offers opportunity to BLUE for escape . 

To accomplish our task we have the fo l lowing factors of 

strength : 

enemy . 

The presenc e of some submarines in close proximity to the 
\ 

Opportunity for iniative and sur prise . 

Superior Battle Line speed and gun range . 

Superiority of cruisers . 

Our tactical attitude is offensive . 

Courses of Acti on Onen to Me . 

To accomplish the destruction of BLUE reenforcements we 

have the following courses of action : 

Course I . To attack BLUE co11.batant ships first and the 

convoy later . 

Course II . To attack BLUE combatant ships and convoy 

simultaneously. 
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It has the advantage of employing all of our forces against 

his escort , and then all of our remaining forces against the con

voy . This employs the tactical principle of maximum force at 
ot 

the point/combat . Avoids the difficult operation of tactically 

concentrating divided forces, and of coordinating the activities 

of divided units. Does not subject my force to isolation of a 

part and defeat in detail . 

The disadvantages are - that while engaging the escort , the 

convoy is left unmolested, and may endeavor to escape . Should 

the action be prolonged approaching darkness may give convoy or 

a part a good opportunity to effect their escape . 

Course II .. 

Provides for stril<:ing the convoy at the same time as the 

escort which would inflict da1mge on c onvoy while the Battle Lines 

were engaged , and lessen the chance of escape of convoy units 

during the engagement . 
, ,, 

Provides for a division of strength , and requires close co 

ordination to prevent my forces being defeated in detail . This 

division of my forces , however , · would force BLUE to divide his 

forces also to oppose these attacks . 

Failure to destroy BLUE combatant ships would not be so 

serious as failure to destroy the convoy . Damaged ships would 

impose further handicaps on BLUE , and the materiel and personnel 

of the convoy are urgently needed . 

Discussion or relative merits of CoursesI and II . 

The outstanding advantage of Course I is the employment of ' 

full and s~perior strength against his combatant force. The out

standing possible weakness factor is that t he convoy , equally if 

not more valuable than the BLUE combatant ships are for a time 

unmolested offering a possible opportunity for escape . 

The strength factor of Course #2 - is that both combatant 

units and convoy are attacked simultaneously. Less chance of an 

op:portuni ty for the convoy to escape. 
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Division of forces . Difficulty of coordination of activities . 

Chance of isolation of a part of ny force and defeat in detail. 

Does not insure superior strength at point of action. 

In order to give convoy attack units a chance of success, 

the battleships must be effectively engaged by the CC's and they 

are not so engaged until the BB guns are employed on the CC's . 

While the BB bat teries are not engaged they are a serious menace 

to raiding light forces , and TThen the CC's a re within range , the 

BB's have greatly superior fire effect . 

Course I has one source of weal-mess , which if employed :ms t 

be guarded against . It has a powerful strength factor , concentra

ted , employed superior strength . 

Course II has one merit , and several weakness as outlined 

above . Discar ded . 

Course I is adopted . 

Analysis of Course I . 

Any course of action available to us calls for a decisive 

engagement . To accomplish our mission Course I will ensure a 

decisive engagement , victory in this engagen ent will insure the 

accomplishment of the task and the purpose of our mission. 

Our problem now is how best to attack, when and where . The 

when has been decided . We are to attack promptly , on earliest 

date and during daylight. The number and type of ships assigned, 

were in accordance with an estimate that indicated this . There

fore there i s no point for a deliberation as to the date, nor to 

the m0rits of a night vs a day engagement . The time element also 

answers the question as to where . The rm.ere , however, would be 

subject to revision by virtue of tactical considerations , of prox

imity of land , shoals, etc . The Hov1 to attack is within our 

hands and must be decided on • 

At this point we again review own forces and comparison of 

forces; to the end that our strength factors b0 utilized to their 
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best advantage and our weakness factors guarded against . A study 

of .Annex A and our comparison curves shou us that - the CC's have 

a seven thousand yard range advantage and have a 5½ y,.not speed 

advantage , on the other hand the life of the CC's is 36 as against 

46 for BLUE BB's and inside of 22,000 yards BLUE BB fire effect 

is about double that of CC's at 90° target angles . So long as 

the CC speed superiority is retained, they can choose the range . 

From 30 , 000 to 23 , 000 yards the CC's may deliver damage without 

return . This range band then might appear to be the answer. 

However, at long ranges plane spot is valuable - we ruay and we 

may not have it . While dar.1a.ge is deliverea. when the CC' s have a 

target the damage ~ounts slowly and the annunition expenditure 

is large , and it cannot be e:>..-pected that BLUE will accept this 

damage without effort to a void . t·e have arrived at the conclusion 

that BLUE -rJi 11 use smoke liberally to off set this advantage . 

If smoke screens could be maintained continuously, ( this is not 

accepted) the CC range advantage would be of no value , if smolce 

screens can be effective part of the time, part of our range ad

vantage is lost , and time is lost , it is indecisive . Yet some 

damage can be done, possibly a considerable arJount . A decisive 

engagement is desired , it now a~pears that unaided the CC's can 

not be expected to :'.:)rovi de this ui th success to ORANGE . 

Fortunately we have other forces , these are cruisers, des

troyers , submarines and aircraft . The submarines are a part of 

our force but will be operating independently , though offensive

ly. We hope for assistance froo them, but vm can not count on 

it . We will depend on our airplanes for plan 0 spot for long 

range firing . Let's consider cruisers; we have 8 CA against 3 

for BLUE and 5 CL against 4 for BLUE. Here is a real superiority 

• for ORANGE . Hou can we capitalize it to accom,lish our mission, 

under th0 selected couxse of action. The life of our CA is 3? . 6 

as against 14 . 1 for BLUE CA's and of our CL's 14 against 14 . 8 
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for BLUE CL ' s or cruiser life in our favor of 51 . 6 against 28 . 9 . 

The operation of the N2 law under concentration gives ORANGE 

cruisers a far greater fire effec t than the life ratio . By con

sulting the fire effect diagrams it is found that the BLUE cruis

ers are all destroyed during the run in from 30 , 000 to 10 , 000 

yards> This under the assumed conditions of visibility of tar

gets and plane spot for OR.ANGE CA's . 

BLUE is superior in nurlber of destroyers by twenty-one to 

sixteen. It may well be that a part of BLUE destroyers will be 

ass igned as anti - submarine screen for the convoy , and not initial 

ly available for defense of own Battle Line . Shou l d , however , 

ORANGE find all DD's opposed we find that BLUE l ife is 2? . 5 against 

20 . 8 for OR.Al~GE . However the BLUE 4"- 50 caliber gun is only from 

?5 to 80 percent as effective as the ORANGE 4 ~? - 45 calibre gun , 

which in fighting effect brings the forces almost on a parity. 

This is without consideration of the employment of the secondary 

battery of the cruisers , nor their entire availability at about 

a range of 12,000 yards on the run in. 

It no~ seems that a powerful light for ce attack can be 

launched on BLUE BB ' s with an indicated damage from BLUE light 

force defense of about 15%. 1Jith consideration of the fact that 

'RAtB l ight forces carry 288 torpedoes in the CA' s , 108 in the 

CL ' s, and 192 in the DD's or a total of 588 torpedoes , and ex

cept for BB main battery fi r e can get them to the firing point , 

here is a serious threat for BLUE , and a powerful 1i7eapon for 

ORANGE . The BB main battery is a menace to this attack if free 

to be used against it . m1at can be done about this? The BB's 

will be under fire of the CC ' s , but unless the CC's are within 

gun range of the BB's , 22 , 000 and under the BB fire will be di -

• rected against this attack. By closing the range with the CC's 

the BB ' s will be forced to employ their batteries against them 

or absor b the punishment with out return. BLUE will be faced \7i t h 

the problem of accepting the fire of the CC ' s with out re turn, or 
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of accepting the light force attack and maneuvering to avoid . 

vThat may we expect and what v.rill be its effect on ORANGE? . . . 

By consulting the Fire Effect Diagrams , it is found t hat 

with both forces presentinG a 90° target angle (improbable while 

closing except head on) from 22 , 000 to 16~000 BLUE averages about 

1 . 5 fourteen inch hit per 3 m~nute move more than O~ANGE, or 

ORANGE pays a relative penalty of . 5 hit per ship. However, if 

ORANGE presents a 45° target angle and BLUE a 90° target angle the 

picture changes and ORANGE has an advantaee of .5 of a hit or 

. 166 hit per ship. Again if both forces present a 45° target 

angle BLUE has the advantage of . 53 hit :9er 3 minute move or . 176 

per ship. But to 17 , 000 yards this advantage is only . 23 hit or 

. 08 hit per ship. ORP.NGE must not present a goo target angle to 

BLUE I s 45° target angle , this rl)uld be fatal . Assuming OR.ANGE 

presents a 45° target angle , the \1orst conditions would result in 

a small disadvantage of fire effect to OR.ANGE, and under good cmn

ditions in an advantage . This estimte does not consider the 

accumuJa ted damage on BB' s from previous long range fire . 

Then OR.ANGE CC's mus t fj_t3:ht at seventeen to eighteen thousand 

yards for maximum advantage . Analysis shows that by this time , 

ORANGE Light Forces should have secured the ascendency over the 

BLUE Light Force . Computation shows that OR.Ai.""lGE cruis ers with 

plane spot for CA's can render BLUE cruisers ineffective on the 

run in from 30 , 000 to 12 , 000 yards with only about 15% da:nage to 

ORANGE. 

ORANGE light forces are now in position to r.iake a determined 

attack on the BLUE Battle Line driving the attack well home . 

Should the BLUE BB's shift main battery fire to this force , it 

can lay a smoke screen for protection, it ts contemplated making 

the attack from windward . During ti1is time ORANGE Battle Line 

could pile up a trer:icndous fire supcriori ty . Having visualized 

the growing plan to this point we arc reacly to move on to the next 
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phase. ORANGE light forces have defeated and destroyed most of 

BLUE light forces, and have delivered a strong torpedo attack. The 

Battle Lines are heavily engaged . The rrniaining ORANGE light 

forces , by computation should be consider able , can now stand on 

to attack the Convoy. Shoul d the successive blows delivered on 

the battleships i . e . , CC long range attack 30 , 000 to 26,000 yards, 

the approach firing to seventeen to eighteen thousand yards, the 

firing in th}s favorable band , and the results of the light force 

torpedo attack , have resulted in reducing the BB strength bel ow 

that of the CC's , then they may be left to the CC ' s while the light 

forces go about the work of destruction of the Convoy . 

Plane spot is i mportant to us. 

Our speed advantage must be preserved. 
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SECTION V 

DECISION 

To engage enemy decisively f rom windward in a three phase 

acti on; first at long ranges , own light forces defending battle 

line; ~econd at decisive ranges, own light for ces destroying 

enemy l ight forces and deliverin g torpedo attack on enemy battle 

line; thir d , attack by all forces on enemy convoy and remaining 

escort , in order to destroy BLUE reenforcements • 
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SECTION VI 

SUPPORTING MEASURES 

(a) Operations to be inaugurated_:__ 

In formulating the operations to be inc1uded in tho battle 

plan we shall assurro that: -

Our scouting force has a definite contact with BLUE reen

forccments and has reporta..d- bls position, course and speed; 

Our surface forces have effected tactical concentration; 

Our tactical scouting and air reconnaissance has given 

us BLUE's streng~h, disposition and tho oscortrs position 

relative to his escort . 

Our decision involves the following: 

1. Security of plane spot to own battle lino and during 

phase two to our CAs . Plane spot for us is the most 

important function for air . 

2 . Maint enance of speed superiority and strength of own 

battle lino. This calls initially for defense or own 

Battle Linc by light forces from torpedo damage. This 

menace is considered to lie chiefly from BLUE subma

rines. It is believed that BLUE's inferior light 

forces have but little chance of a successful attack 

through our superior l ight forces . In addition to this, 

in phase one, the CCs arc not under fire, therefore arc 

free to use main battery and to maneuver to avoid an 

attack. 

3 . Maintenance of visibility of targets duri ng phase I. 

It is expected that BLUE will make libcrai use of smoke 

to deny the CCs fire outside of twenty- two thousand 

yards. As we intend to attack from windward , any sur

face vessels laying smoke will be visible to our forces, 

we must destroy such units, and use our superior speed 

to maintain visibility. Our cruisers arc effective for 

knocking out surface smokers and remain outside of BB 

fi r e. 
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Attack of our light forces on BLUE Light Force and 

BLUE Battle Line under supporting fire of ovm Battle 

Line . This is to be done in phase II when the CCs are 

engaging dorm to l?,000 yards drawing the BB fire . 

For destruction of BLUE light forces we have a tremen

dous cruiser superiority , allowing for a double con

centration on all but one BLUE CL ; in this we gain the 

advantage in the ratio of 5 to 1. The path to the tor 

pedo firing position should be cleared ffith relative 

ease . Our cruiser torpedoes have a range of 16 , 400 

yards and those of our destroyers 13,500 yards . The 

enemy battle line of three BBs is short if closed up, 

if spread , then there are three targets. The attack 

must be driven ~ell home to the point where accuracy 

of torpedo fire is assured . 

5 . Attack on convoy and remaining BLUE combatant ships . 

After torpedo attack is delivered , the light forces will 

stand on for the convoy and set about its destruction. 

This function is best performed by the cruisers . The 

DD may reload torpedoes and attack BBs again , or if not 

needed elsewhere go down on convoy and use the torpe

does there . 

6 . Defensive smoke if desired . 

? . Pursuit. The convoy may disperse if it is seen that 

the battle is going against them. Tlrny must be caught 

and destroyed; our cruisers have the speed and strength 

to do this . 

From th e above considerations , the following tasks are 

formulated: 

1. Secure plane spot for own Battle Lino and CAs. 

2 . Defend Battle Lino against torpedo attack by enemy 

light forces and submarines . 

3 . Maintain Battle Line gun range outside twenty- three 

thousand yards , preferably at about 26 , 000 yards during 
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1 . 

2 . 

3 . 

4 . 

1st phase . Close gun range to seventeen - eighteen thousand 

yard range band in 2nd phase . 

4 . Prevent smoke screens being laid by enemy to interfere 

with our gun fire . 

5 . Attack enemy light forces. 

6 . Attack enemy Battle Line vrith torpedoes . 

7 . Attack enemy Convoy . 

8 . Follow up Pursuit . 

9 . Furnish information. 

Task Groups: 

Battle Line 

Batcrudiv One Assign~d Tasks 3 , 7 ' and 8. 

Desdiv Four II ti 2 and 6. 

Light Forces Assigned Tasks 2, 4 , 5 ' 6 , 7 ' 8 and 9 . 

Crudiv Three 

Crudiv Six 

Crudiv Seven 

Desron One 

Aircraft Assigned ']asks 1 and 9. 

All VO and vs planes 

Submarines Assigned Tasks 6 , 7 , 8 and 9 . 

All submarines in 
Battle Area . 

(b) Command Organization 

The Battle Line will be under the immediate command of 

Commander Eastern Detachment who will act as O. T. C. 

The light forces will be under the general command of Vice 

Admiral OCA , in command of Crudiv Six. VJhen deployment is 

ordered the Senior Officer of each flank force will have command 

in that area. 

The command of aircraft is assigned to Commander AC, the 

senior aviator . 

The command of submarines v;ill be exercised by the senior 

submarine commander in the Battle Area . 
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Information is vital to all groups . The O. T. C. will initiate 

the attack , and the start of each phase . 

All units should know the location of the Convoy and take 

advantage of opportunities to damage it. 

O. T. C. will order pursuit ; 

(d} Train . 

Train ~ill remain at PELEWS. 

(e} Special Provisions . 

O. T. C. in CC- 3 . Use minus nine time . Rendezvous Affirm , 

PELEWS ; Bake½ GUAM. 

Battle Radio Frequency Plan . 

Pursuit Plans I and II. 
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TACTICAL PROBLEM I - 1934 - SENIOR 

THE BA'l'TLE PL.AN 
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Eastern Dotachm.ont , 
CC - 3, Flagship. 

Battle Plan 
No . l . 

Latitude 12°- go' N. 
Longitude 12? - 00' E . 
? January, 193-. 

TASK ORGANIZATION 
(~) Battle Lino 

Batcrudiv Ono 
Dosdiv Four 

(b) Light Forc~s, Vice Admiral OCA. 
Crudivs Three , Six , Seven 
Dosron Ono 

(c) Aircraft, Commander Top Flito . 
All VO and VS planes 

(d) Submarines , Commander Doop Under . 
All submarines in Battle Ar ca. 

1 . Missi on. To destroy BLUE roonforcoments l ast r eported 
off SATAWAN in daylight action with all surface forces in 
order t o prevent their reaching tho PHILIPPINES pri or to 
tho capture of MANILA BAY. 
Information. As contained in my Operati on Order No . 1. 
No further infornation . 
Assumptions. That the enemy will take up a strong defen
sive disposition and endeavor to destroy or drive off our 
attacking units; that he will counter attack at favorable 
opportunities; that he will use del aying and evasive tac 
tics, in defense of his convoy. That ho ~ill employ smoko 
liberally to orfset tho s uperior gun range or our battle 
line . If tho bn.ttlo turns against him ho uill dispe rsc 
his convoy to sock safety i n flight . That visibility con
ditions crill permit long r ange gun fi r e . 

2 . This force will engage enemy decisively from windcrard in a 
throe phase action; first , at l ong ranges, orm light forces 
defending Battle Lino ; second , at decisive r anges , m·m 
light forces destroying enemy light for ces and del ivering 
torpedo attack on enemy battle lino; third, atta.ck by all 
forces on enemy convoy o.nd remaining escort , in order to 
destroy BLUE r oonforcoments. 

3. (a} Battle Lin~. Pho.so I , attack enemy battle lino outside 
ot' t v.10n ty- thrco thousand yards, preferabl y at tcronty- six 
thous and yards . Phase II , close to docisive ranges , seven
teen , eighteen thousand yo.rd range band indicated . Pho.so 
III , continue atto.ck on enemy battle lino until destroyed o: 
render ed ineffective , then a ttnck escort and convoy. 
(b) Light Forces . Phase I , defend orm battle line. Deny 
enemy surface vessels l o.ying smoke screens bot~ecn battle 
lines . Pho.so II , atto.ck a.nd destroy enemy light forces , at
tack enemy bo.ttlo lino nith torpedoes . Phase III , o.tt~ck 
enemy convoy o.nd romnining enemy escort . 
( c) AirE_ro.f_j;_. Phase I, secure a.nd mo.into.in plo.no spot for 
battle lino, secure informntion or enemy movements . Pho.so I : 
secure pl a.no spot for battle lino and CAs, supply infor ma
tion. Phase III , supply information and plane spot a.s needoc 
(d) SubI11D.rip9~. Phases I, II, III, attack enemy heavy 
ships nnd convoy Qt every opportunity. B~ttleships pri:mnry 
objective . 
( ~cl I nformation vital to o.11 units . O.T . C. \'!ill direct exe
cution of this plan and of the start of each phase by sig
no.l. Pursuit will be ini tinted by O. T. C. \'!ho will direct 
tho pl~n to be used . Use smoke o.s nocossa.ry but a.void inter 
forenco with fire of 01,m bo.ttlc line . 
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4. Train remain at PELEHS . 

5 . Rendezvous Affirm,PZLE~S; Baker , GU.AM . Use minus nine 
time . Battle Radio Frequency Plan . O. T. C. in CC- 3. 

Distr i bution: 
By despatch to : 

Task Force Commanders 
Unit Commanders and 
Commanding Officers . 

A, 
Lieutenant Commander 

Flag Secretary. 

oc 
Vice Admiral , 

Commander , Eastern Detachment 
alld O. T. C. 
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